Abstract.At present, most of the high resolution range profile reconstruction methods are based on a single echo signal, without considering the relationship between all the echo signals. In this paper, we consider the sparse feature of echo signal, and propose a method of high resolution range profile reconstruction based on joint sparse model. The method can not only improve the accuracy of the reconstruction, but also reduce the number of the reconstructed volume, and have strong anti-noise performance. Finally, the advantages of the proposed method in this paper are demonstrated by simulation and analysis.
Introduction
Traditional step frequency signal by transmitting frequency stepping pulse signal to achieve high range resolution, but must be emission many sub-pulses whose carrier frequency are continuous variation, the imaging time is longer, when to get the two-dimensional image, the time required will be longer. Sparse stepping frequency (SSF) signal by randomly emitting portion sub-pulses of traditional stepping frequency signal to achieve high range resolution capability, it can greatly reducing the imaging time. In order to increase the signal anti-jamming performance, the variation of the carrier frequency is not the same in different groups. However, for the traditional step frequency signal, the HRRP can be obtained by IFFT processing, but it is not suitable for this RSSF signal. How to deal with this kind of signal has been widely concerned by scholars.
The introduction of compressed sensing (CS) theory provides an effective way to deal with this kind of signal. The compressed sensing reconstruction method for sparse step frequency signal is studied in Literature [1, 2] . Literature [3] studied the Bayesian reconstruction algorithm for sparse step frequency ISAR signal. Literature [4] studied the compression step stochastic FM frequency signal sensing imaging methods. Literature [5] studied the sparse step frequency signal imaging method based on multiple measurement vector model. However, most of the compressed sensing methods at present are based on each pulse to reconstruct the HRRP, without considering the relationship between the signal groups. In fact, because of the sparse nature of the target in the observation area, all the radar echoes have the same sparse structure as the radar observation target. Based on sparse model, a new HRRP reconstruction method is studied in this paper. when reconstructed the HRRP, using the joint sparse characteristic of signals, which improves the reconstruction accuracy and reduces the number of the measured values, and enhances the anti-noise performance. Theoretical analysis and simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
The RSSF echo model based on JSM
Traditional step frequency signal is mainly consists of a series of carrier frequency continuous changes in the sub pulses, adjacent sub carrier frequency pulse with fixed frequency step ( f ∆ ).Each pulse train contains n sub-pulses. Then, a N groups of the fundamental frequency echo signal can be expressed as [6] : is random positive integer representing the sub-pulses' stepping ratio of a n group. Then, the fundamental frequency echo signal can be expressed as: 1 1
Assumed the target motion compensation has been completed. Then
R t n can be expressed as:
R is the distance between radar and target reference point.
In general, the radar imaging time is very short, so cos 
HRRP imaging method based on JSM
The high resolution range imaging method based on JSM is studied in this section. For the echo, because the observation of the target in the observation area can be regarded as sparse, so it is also a sparse signal, just as the visual angle, noise and other factors, makes the non-zero position amplitude difference. The above-mentioned properties can be expressed as:
In solving the model, the characteristics of echo signal joint sparse can be used as prior information, improve the reconstruction accuracy. The RSSF's sampling echo signal can be used as the observation signal, and the HRRP of the target can be reconstructed by using the theory of compressed sensing. The process is as follows: 
The traditional step frequency signal through the IDFT transform to get HRRP of the target, so we can use IFFT basis as the sparse basis Ψ . At last, the HRRP of the target can be reconstructed with the combination of sparse features.
At present, there are a lot of compressed sensing algorithms based on the joint sparse model, which is based on the improvement of the greedy algorithm, and uses the joint information of all signals in the search for common support set. Here, an improved algorithm based on OMP algorithm DC-OMP (Distributed and collaborative Orthogonal Matching Pursuit) is presented, which can be used to solve such joint sparse model. The main process of the DC-OMP algorithm is proposed in [7] [8].
Simulation Analysis
The effectiveness of this method is verified by experiments in this section. Assuming the transmitted signal is a random sparse stepping frequency signal. The Carrier frequency 0 10 f = GHz, The signal-to-noise ratio of 0dB, -5dB for the reconstruction of the results are shown in Fig.  1(a)-(b) respectively. The reconstruction error curves under different SNR conditions are shown in Fig. 1(c) . It can be seen that when the signal to noise ratio is 0dB, the OMP algorithm can't reconstruct with less intensity of scattered points, and the reconstruction error occurs, while the DC-OMP algorithm can reconstruct the weak scattering point accurately. When the SNR is low to -5dB, DC-OMP algorithm can still accurately reconstruct the weak scattering point, showing the strong anti-noise performance.
Experiment 2 The impact of measurement value In this section, the influence of different measurement values on the reconstruction probability is considered. If other conditions remain unchanged, the signal to noise ratio is 10dB, set the different measurement values, and the HRRP and the reconstructed error are shown in Figure 2 fig. 2 (c) . From Figure 2 (a) -(b) can be seen, the measurement number M dropped to 64, 32, OMP algorithm has not been properly estimated, while the DC-OMP algorithm based on signal sparse model can accurately reconstruct the HRRP result. From Fig. 2(c) , it can be seen that the DC-OMP algorithm can get smaller reconstruction error under different conditions, especially in the case of small measurement value, so the method can obtain accurate reconstruction results with lower value.
Summary
In this paper, we propose a HRRP reconstruction method based on signal joint sparse model. DC-OMP algorithm is used to reconstruct the HRRP. This method has higher reconstruction accuracy, can reduce the signal measurement quantity and has stronger anti-noise performance. The simulation analysis shows the effectiveness of this method. The next step is to study the method of azimuth imaging based on the joint of sparse model, and finally get the results of 2D imaging and improve the imaging quality.
